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WELCOME
Welcome to the latest edition of the Rhoades Young Design
portfolio; a showcase of our most recent launches alongside
a selection of past projects.
Rhoades Young Design is a bespoke yacht design company
with over twenty years of industry experience. In that
time we have been fortunate to work on a wide variety
of projects, ranging from 70ft hybrid motorboats to 80m
high-performance carbon sailing yachts, and encompassing
everything in between.

The studio team consists of directors Jonathan Rhoades and
Dick Young, who are ably supported by an experienced
multidisciplinary team including architects, interior designers,
naval architects and industrial designers.
Designing a yacht requires a balance of many factors, be
it client lifestyle, structural engineering, hydrodynamics,
performance, aesthetics or environmental factors. Our role
is to work closely within the design and engineering team
to help our clients achieve the right balance for their yachts.

Whether creating the interior or exterior of the yacht, we
always start from first principles; working with our clients to
establish their initial design brief and from that point forward
ensuring their requirements are fully realised to create a
stunning and unique piece of design and engineering.
It is for this reason that Rhoades Young Design does not
rely on a singular house style, with each of our projects
being a reflection of the client’s personality combined with
our obsession for creative design and devotion to detail.

We hope you find this latest collection of our projects as
interesting and enjoyable to browse as they were to create.
- Jonathan Rhoades and Dick Young

>>>

LAUNCHED 2012

Winner of numerous awards throughout 2013 and
2014 - including ‘Yacht of the Year’ at the World
Superyacht Awards - Pumula has already completed
over 12,000 nautical miles in her first 12 months.
Designed to be a ‘true sailors yacht’, Pumula was built
with a passion for adventure and embodies the detail
and personal touches that symbolise everything exciting
about custom yachts.
The brief was to combine a traditional panelled
interior with a relaxed beach house atmosphere that
would still sit comfortably in the context of a traditional
exterior. To this end the smoked oak interior joinery
was treated to appear polished with use over time, to
have a gentle warmth without being precious. Leatherbound bedside tables - inspired by steamer trunks from
the golden age of cruise liners - were combined with
antique pewter worktops and hand painted surfaces.
The result is like an old friend - a place of comfort,
secure and reassuring, with a touch of nostalgia.
The resulting feeling of ease that Pumula exudes belies
the rigorous design work that underpins her. Every
millimetre was examined and re-examined to balance
her sleek low profile with the interior and servicing
requirements for a luxurious world cruising yacht.

PUMULA
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Dykstra & Partners
Project Manager: Jens Cornelsen
Shipyard: Royal Huisman
LOA: 37.3m
Beam Max: 7.48m
Displacement: 120 Tons
Photography courtesy of Cory Silken / Tom Nitsch

LAUNCHED 2012

Winner at the 2013 ShowBoats Design Awards,
Kamaxitha has strong exterior references to the early
pilot-cutters and Brixham trawlers, whilst the initial
interior inspiration was drawn from Maria Cattiva - the
first collaboration between Rhoades Young Design and
the Royal Huisman shipyard. Whilst the interior brief
was for a styling that remained faithful to the classic
yachts of yesteryear, the accommodation was expected
to provide the lifestyle, functionality and performance of
a modern yacht.
Working closely with the owner, the interior layout was
developed to create the illusion of space through the
creation of vistas and implied symmetries. The formal
classical planning of Kamaxitha connects cabins through
expansive lobbies and grand stairwells, highlighted by
geometric skylights that flood the interior with natural
light. The key to her interior, however, is that within
these grand sweeping gestures, smaller intimate
volumes are created providing relaxed seating areas.
Traditional furnishing elements, warm colours,
suffused light and an understated sense of luxury
create a reassuring ambience. Satin finished Swietenia
mahogany - known for its calm grain and consistent hue
- sits beneath hand-painted deck-heads and contoured
beams. Raised and fielded panelling is complemented
by hand-turned balustrades, whilst the book shelves
and display alcoves are surmounted by shell design
pediments and enhanced by the glow from custom
period-style light fittings.

KAMAXITHA

Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Dykstra & Partners
Project Manager: Jens Cornelsen
Shipyard: Royal Huisman
LOA: 48.97m
Beam Max: 9.07m
Displacement: 245 Tons
Photography courtesy of Cory Silken

LAUNCHED 2011

Award-winner at the ShowBoats Design Awards,
Sarissa was designed for a young family to have ‘big
adventures in remote locations’. She combines the
functionality and personality required to accommodate
and entertain with the sailing performance to race
competitively. One of the largest composite yachts
built to date, the challenge was to create an interior that
was distinctly modern and unique with the ambience
of an intimate home, all within strict weight constraints.
Her unusual general arrangement is based upon
a geometric grid, juxtaposed by a sweeping
curved thoroughfare that flows from the aft guest
accommodation through the deck saloon and finishes
in the forward open-plan galley and dining area. This
dramatic pathway creates the illusion of a much larger
yacht than her sleek hull lines suggest.
Developed in close collaboration with the client,
the interior palette features a striking combination of
lacquered cherry and textured oak, contrasted with
richly flamed rosewood and technical carbon fibre.
Each cabin utilises this palette of materials in a different
manor creating distinct themes from cabin to cabin,
ranging from the dark and cosy study through to the
playful children’s cabin.

SARISSA
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Tripp Design
Project Manager: Jens Cornelsen
Shipyard: Vitters Shipyard
LOA: 42.6m
Beam Max: 8.6m
Displacement: 140 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Tom Nitsch

LAUNCHED 2011

Winner of numerous awards - including the Interior
Design Award at the 2012 Showboats Design Awards
- Hetairos marries the romance of a Bristol Pilot
Cutter with the unprecedented demands for a high
performance carbon race boat. In combination with
the world’s largest composite rig, a revolutionary
propulsion system and a requirement to excel in
competition, the Rhoades Young Design brief was to
create the lightest and most luxurious interior built to
date.
Unlike an aluminium build, a lightweight carbon boat
is extremely technical with early co-ordination and
detailed planning paramount. This obsession for
performance led Rhoades Young Design to undertake
a 4-year research and development program during
which revolutionary interior construction techniques
and advanced materials were developed.
The success of Hetairos is that none of this technology
or invention interferes with the interior aesthetic or
function. The ambience is that of an old commercial
coaster having been converted into a yacht and then
slowly refitted on her travels. From the Colonial
influences of the Raffles hotel to the Oriental details
and subtle French Caribbean detailing, each element
of furniture has been specifically designed and aged to
imitate 100 years of life. It is this attention to detail
that creates an emotive and genuinely believable ‘new
carbon build’ century-old Coaster.

H E TA I R O S
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Dykstra & Partners / Reichel Pugh
Project Manager: Jens Cornelsen
Shipyard: Baltic Yachts
LOA: 66.7m
Beam Max: 10.5m
Displacement: 230 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Peter Neumann

LAUNCHED 2010

Winner at both the 2011 World Superyacht Awards
and ShowBoats Design Awards, the interior of Calliope
was closely developed with very experienced owners
and contrasts elegant classical architecture with carefully
chosen contemporary furniture. Influenced by the
architecture of a French chateau, elegant curves and
flowing lines create a calm yet rich background to the
loose furniture.
The wood for the lower decks is a weathered limed
oak which, whilst looking beautifully finished, allows you
to appreciate the grain and life of the timber, lending a
rich patina and depth to the interior. The loose furniture
provides an eclectic feel, with each piece individually
designed by Rhoades Young Design. The custom
furniture encompasses everything from large slabs of
slate and oiled sleepers to fine Biedermeier cabinetry
and beautifully detailed chandeliers with jewel-like
detailing.
A spectacular reverse twin-spiral staircase leads guests
to the upper deck where a change to teak joinery
creates a strong connection to the exterior whilst the
furniture has more of an Indonesian feel. This relaxed
combination creates an informal area perfect for balmy
summer evenings at anchor.

CALLIOPE
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Exterior Consultant: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Langan Design Associates
Project Manager: Nigel Ingram - MCM
Shipyard: Holland Jachtbouw
LOA: 43m
Beam Max: 8.40m
Displacement: 330 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Nicolas Claris

LAUNCHED 2010

Recipient of the Judges’ Commendation at the 2011
World Superyacht Awards, Lady B features both interior
and exterior lifestyle-areas designed by Rhoades Young
Design. Lady B is the larger of two sailing yachts created
by Rhoades Young Design for this experienced owner,
and her design brief was for a high performance sloop
with worldwide cruising capability.
The interior style is comfortable, yet clean and fresh
with an emphasis on open space and light. The
Deck Saloon is designed as an integral part of the
cockpit with generous steps that lead into the beachhouse atmosphere, flowing seamlessly through the
companionway. Carefully designed eye-lines and the
integration of the lifting keel under the saloon seating
provide an uninterrupted panoramic view to the
horizon.
A feature leather wall that stretches the length of the
interior - connecting the saloon areas with the more
intimate guest accommodation below - pierces the
remarkable split-level saloon longitudinally. Detailed
with walnut joinery and contrasting white painted
shutters, the lower guest areas are lit from large
skylights above to create a light, warm and sophisticated
ambience.
The owner’s wife - an accomplished artist - created all
of the artwork on-board and was heavily influential in
the selection of the complimenting fabric selection, a
typical example of owner involvement during the build
process.

LADY B

Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Exterior Consultant: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Dubois Naval Architects
Project Manager: Nigel Ingram - MCM
Shipyard: Vitters Shipyard
LOA: 44.7m
Beam Max: 9.04m
Displacement: 241 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Nicolas Claris

LAUNCHED 2009

Created in collaboration with naval architect JoubertNivelt Goeffers, Hortense is a motor-sailer designed
specifically for extended periods at sea, notably northern
hemisphere locations where self-sufficiency is crucial.
To allow for such long-range expeditions Hortense was
equipped with high volume fuel tanks and extensive
fridge and freezer capacity. Combining sail and motor
power efficiently, Hortense is capable of covering long
distances to isolated locations.
Due to the conditions Hortense regularly encounters,
the interior spaces were designed for comfortable living
at sea whilst affording excellent views in potentially
uncomfortable climates. Large glass areas - including
floor to ceiling windows in the upper saloon - give
expansive views of the spectacular scenery, maximising
the experience of these environments.
The interior design brief was for a restrained, clean
and simple interior. Character and individuality were
introduced by using complementary woods and fabrics
to give depth and variety to each space. Oak walls
contrast with dark walnut panelling, highlighted by
polished stainless steel fittings giving a simple yet rich
quality to the spaces.

HORTENSE
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Joubert-Nivelt Goeffers Design
Project Manager: Francois Boucher
Shipyard: JFA Chantier Naval
LOA: 27.5m
Beam max: 7.17m
Displacement: 120 tonnes (light)
Photography courtesy of Nicolas Claris

LAUNCHED 2006

Winner at the 2007 World Superyacht Awards for Best
Motor Yacht, Rhoades Young Design were responsible
for the interior design while also collaborating with
naval architect Tony Castro on the exterior.
As an experienced yachtsman and engineer, the owner
chose the combination of Rhoades Young Design and
Royal Huisman because of the shared experience and
design ethos of utilising and maximising usable space in
sailing yachts. The owner’s concept was to engineer a
36m long-range motor yacht with a ‘sailboat ethos and
efficiency’. The result is a motor yacht with the feel of a
much larger vessel whilst still being able to get into the
smallest ports and anchorages.
The ancient Greeks viewed Arcadia as a place that
brought people to a state of contentment and happiness,
and it was this brief that the client brought to Rhoades
Young Design. Colonial references combine with
Edwardian furniture details and Swietenia mahogany
to create a design scheme more commonly associated
with sailing yachts. The result has warmth and elegance,
together with sightlines that create an interior ambience
befitting a much larger yacht.

ARCADIA
Exterior Consultant: Rhoades Young Design
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Tony Castro Design
Shipyard: Royal Huisman
LOA: 35.77m
Beam Max: 8.4m
Displacement: 280 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Roy Roberts / Luc Hardy

LAUNCHED 2006

Winner of the International Superyacht Society Award
for Best Motor Yacht with both an exterior and interior
design by Rhoades Young Design, Bystander was built
to act as an escort vessel for the J-Class yacht Velsheda.
Whilst she was a completely new build, the brief was
to recreate an authentically styled 1930’s workboat
eclectically re-fitted for private use.
A seamless integration with Velsheda was critical as a
starting point for the project and the two boats were
designed for side-by-side docking, enabling easy loading
and the safe transferal of guests. Her profile forward
suggests a rugged workboat with a high bow and a
steep stem whilst the aft architecture is more open
and refined. The meticulously detailed aft area creates
a generous guest social area that opens onto the bifolding platform.
The relationship with Velsheda continues into the
interior where the Upper Saloon’s aft wall slides away
to create a vast viewing platform, whilst racing tactics
are planned and analysed in the adjoining Campaign
Room. The interior features Edwardian-style furniture,
with areas of importance emphasised with freestanding
campaign furniture. Each element of furniture has been
specifically designed and aged to imitate 70 years of
loving use. It is this attention to detail that leads most
guests to believe that Velsheda and Bystander were
built together.

B Y S TA N D E R
Exterior Design: Rhoades Young Design
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Vripack Yachting International
Project Manager: Mike Winterburn
Shipyard: Chantier Naval JFA
LOA: 42.18m
Beam Max: 9.4m
Displacement: 465 tonnes
Photography courtesy of B. Munke / B.S Tichelbaut

LAUNCHED 2006

Awarded Best Sailing Yacht at the 2007 World Superyacht
Awards, the modernist ideal of ‘form follows function’
was the inception for Mystère. Working closely with
the client, the brief was to deconstruct and re-evaluate
every detail of the yacht to produce a pure and modern
approach to yacht building. The result of this is not only
a seamlessly integrated interior and exterior design,
but meticulously integrated engineering and technical
services.
The interior, whilst extremely minimalist in detailing, has
a rich, dark and sophisticated ambience complemented
by the refined symmetrical general arrangement.
Carefully planned sightlines and focal points lead you
through the yacht.
The Deck Saloon is a large combined social area with
the dining, navigation and relaxed seating sharing the
same space. Uninterrupted teak decking flows from the
exterior into the saloon, blurring the division between
interior and exterior and reinforcing the 360-degree
panoramic views.
The symmetrical Owners Cabin incorporates an intimate
raised seating area that flanks the aft companionway that
leads to a private aft cockpit. Surrounded by glass, this
area floods the bedroom with natural light and provides
superb views to the horizon, dramatically increasing the
feeling of space.

MYSTÈRE
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Tripp Design
Project Management: Jens Cornelsen
Shipyard: Vitters Shipyard
LOA: 43.09m
Beam Max: 8.8m
Displacement: 180 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Albert Brunsting / Tom Nitsch

LAUNCHED 2005

Nominated Finalist at the International Superyacht
Society Awards, Antares was named after the brightest
star in the Milky Way and was the first of two yachts
designed in collaboration with naval architects Dixon
Yacht Design for this experienced owner.
With the design brief calling for a comfortable cruising
yacht, subtle 1930’s art deco influences combine with
a rich palette of textured leather, polished bronze
and French walnut joinery to create a warm and cosy
interior atmosphere, suitable for the family to enjoy
their adventures.
The requirement for flexible planning with a growing
family was a paramount design influence, with examples
including the breakfast bar that features a drop-down
screen to create an open-plan galley, whilst the forward
study readily converts into a double guest cabin.
Sliding glass screens allow the deck saloon and exterior
cockpit to be joined into one social space, whilst down
below a more relaxed and intimate space is created
in the lower saloon with large comfortable sofas
contrasting with the more formal dining area adjacent.

A N TA R E S
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Dixon Yacht Design
Project Manager: Patrick Yeoward
Shipyard: Royal Huisman
LOA: 40m
Beam Max: 8.77m
Displacement: 220 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Tom Nitsch

LAUNCHED 2004

Nominated Finalist at the ShowBoats Interior Design
Awards, Gimlä was created for a Scandinavian family
to embark on a worldwide adventure. Rhoades
Young Design designed both the interior and exterior
lifestyle areas for Gimlä, creating a cohesive and holistic
ambience to the yacht - the influence of which is evident
from the styling of the exterior helm consoles through
to the custom door handles and furniture catches.
With a strong Scandinavian aesthetic to the furniture,
the key to her success was creating a calm and restful
interior that felt warm and inviting whilst avoiding the
typical trappings of stark contemporary interiors. The
furniture was produced from carefully selected offset
rotary-cut birch that contrasts with the weathered
limed oak overheads and richly oiled teak sole.
With a five-cabin layout aft, the Owners Cabin is split
over 2 levels with a walk-in wardrobe, sauna and office
area. The distinctive curved corridor separates the
Owners Cabin from the other guest cabins and slices
through the rectilinear-grid of the accommodation,
creating unique features in both the lobby and the
cabins. Leading you gently through the aft-ship, the
corridor opens onto the dramatic open-plan multi-level
saloon, a large social area combining lounging, dining,
study and navigational areas.

GIMLÄ
Interior Architect: Rhoades Young Design
Exterior Consultant: Rhoades Young Design
Naval Architect: Dubois Naval Architects
Project Manager: Jens Cornelsen
Shipyard: Vitters Shipyard
LOA: 42.9m
Beam Max: 9m
Displacement: 215 tonnes
Photography courtesy of Albert Brunsting

OUR PROCESS
So what does Rhoades Young Design do? The first myth
to dispense with is that the main involvement of the interior
architect on a typical project is the fabrics and soft furnishing
specification. Of course this is a vital component of the final
design, but it is only a small fragment of the process we
undertake.

separate roles. On a yacht everything is a balancing-act
within a given volume, and so we are intimately involved
with all technical and engineering elements, from the keel
design and structure of the boat to the sound insulation and
air conditioning piping, to ensure that every last millimetre
of space is used efficiently.

Designing a yacht is a much more integrated process
then a typical land-based ‘architectural project’ where
the engineers, architects and interior designers have very

It is typically only at the end of the project that our clients fully
appreciate the depth of our involvement in their projects. In
reality, our unique position within the project team means

that we are involved from the very first sketches of the
yacht, through to the detailed technical CAD construction
drawings and finally to the turnkey design of graphics,
bespoke artwork, custom hardware and light fittings.
It is our belief that it is only when all parties (client, project
management, naval architect, shipyard and interior architect)
are working closely together with a holistic approach that a
truly great yacht - which fulfils all the clients dreams and
aspirations - can be created.

>>>

CONCEPT

The first step in the design process, the Concept
Stage is where the project begins. Our fundamental
objective for every project is understanding and fulfilling
our client’s dreams. This process begins by acquiring a
feel for their lifestyle and appreciating the way in which
each client wishes to use their yacht - be it racing in
regattas, arctic exploration or exotic adventures with
the family - to establish a design brief.
As dreams, these objectives are sometimes difficult to
verbalise, so our process begins with dialogue and handdrawn sketches before the creation of presentation
renderings for discussion. These renderings form the
foundation upon which the interior and exterior style of
the project is based, putting to life the ideas and thoughts
for the future of the project. This part of the project
typically sees a rapid turnover of ideas and concepts to
ensure that the project has the right foundations from
which to grow.
The key to this stage is a close collaboration with the
design team to maximize the potential of the concept,
to create an innovative and homogeneous exterior
and interior design solution. At the later end of this
preliminary stage, the sketches are typically translated
into CAD for development.

CONCEPT
“THESE RENDERINGS BRING TO LIFE
THE IDEAS AND THOUGHTS FOR
THE FUTURE OF THE PROJECT”

G E N E R A L D E TA I L S

While the concept stage is the broad strokes of the
design, the General Details phase fine-tunes the
concept with more accurate detail. Artistic renderings
combine with detailed computer drawings of furniture
details - exact to the millimetre - to create a library
of standard design details upon which the rest of the
project is based.
These drawings not only show dimensions and aesthetic
forms but also feature material finishes, veneer types,
grain directions and construction details. These will
form a key for sourcing veneer cuts, fabrics, stone or
state of the art finishes. If the design requires it we will
also produce custom designs for the interior hardware
- from light switches to door handles to cabinet locks all detailed to meet the specific needs and requirements
for each client.

GENERAL
D E TA I L S

High-performance yachts requiring bespoke lightweight
interiors have specific demands, emphatically the
need to save weight. Our extensive knowledge and
dedication to detail has allowed us to design some
of the fastest lightweight boats in the world without
compromise to the interior quality, most recently
evident in the Hetairos (Panamax) project during which
revolutionary interior construction techniques and
advanced materials were developed in collaboration
with the shipyard and furniture outfitters.

“OUR EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE HAS
ALLOWED US TO DESIGN SOME OF
THE FASTEST LIGHTWEIGHT BOATS
IN THE WORLD”

CABIN DRAWINGS

At this stage the general design details are agreed and
the project now demands that highly involved technical
drawings of every bulkhead, piece of furniture, sole
and overhead are produced, detailing every millimetre
from the crew area to the guest accommodation.
Scale drawings not only include the decorative layout
and detailing of the rooms and furniture but also the
technical installation behind. Lighting plans are produced
and every material, fitting and technical installation is
incorporated.
Ergonomic requirements are at the forefront of a
successful interior design. This not only covers the
basics such as bed widths, step heights and headroom
but also includes portlight locations and deck saloon
detailing to ensure unobstructed eye lines from within
the yacht.
All drawings are developed to enable the seamless
integration of technical services into the interior layout to
maximise interior volume, practicality and accessibility.
Accurate co-ordination of items such as air conditioning,
sound and vibration control and engine ventilation is
vital to ensure cabling and electrical cabinets integrate
perfectly with the joinery, allowing crew access where
required for maintenance.
Continuous dialogue with the design team ensures
conformity to all of the latest International rules and
regulations.

“HIGHLY INVOLVED TECHNICAL
DRAWINGS OF EVERY BULKHEAD,
PIECE OF FURNITURE, SOLE AND
OVERHEAD ARE PRODUCED”

CABIN
DRAWINGS

D E C O R AT I V E D E S I G N

As the joinery and technical installations are developed,
so to the interior decoration is given full consideration.
It is our attention to detail that defines the quality of the
end product, from the fabric selection to the choice of
tap fittings and the design of bespoke furniture pieces.
All these small details add to the character of the interior
that makes each yacht unique and tailored to the client’s
personality.
Marina Rose - a subsidiary department of Rhoades
Young Design specialising in decorative design - is key
to this stage of the project. Often a highly personal
process, the decorative design is developed closely
with the client to create unique collections to match the
taste of the individual. Worldwide connections ensure
exotic materials, bespoke art, or vintage antiques can
easily be sourced and supplied.
Due to the unique nature of yacht interiors, both the
interior hardware and loose furniture pieces often
require the design and production of custom solutions
to compliment the unique interior style. Encompassing
all elements of the interior from dining chairs and
tables to chandeliers and mirrors, design drawings are
produced for each item ensuring an holistic approach
applies to every aspect of the interior, down to the
smallest detail.

D E C O R AT I V E
“THESE SMALL DETAILS ADD TO THE
CHARACTER OF THE INTERIOR THAT
MAKES EACH YACHT UNIQUE”

EXTERIOR DESIGN

With a strong pedigree of external design for both
sailing and motor yachts, Rhoades Young Design has
collaborated with some of the world’s finest naval
architects on a range of projects, ranging from 30ft
production yachts to state-of-the-art superyachts.
Whether designing a complete exterior, cockpit area,
carbon bimini or folding platform we ensure that not
only do these elements perform functionally but also
that they are sympathetic with the complete yacht
aesthetic. By considering the interior and exterior of the
yacht together, we aim to achieve a cohesive feel to the
project that blurs the interior and exterior relationship,
making each space feel like an extension of the other.
As with the interior design process, we work initially
with hand drawn sketches and renderings before
developing our ideas through a multitude of disciplines
ranging from fully detailed lofting drawings, in-house
CAD models or the production of scale models.
Working closely with engineers and naval architects we
are able to realise all aspects of the exterior design, from
profiles and deck plans to helm consoles and exterior
graphics.

EXTERIOR
“BY CONSIDERING THE INTERIOR
AND EXTERIOR TOGETHER WE AIM
TO ACHIEVE A COHESIVE FEEL TO
THE PROJECT”

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Perhaps the most critical stage of all, it is essential that
constant communication is maintained between all
parties involved with the project - especially with the
client. Maintaining good dialogue throughout the design
and build process ensures all the hard work undertaken
in the design stage translates into the quality of the final
product.
Conscious of the construction process, it is vital that
all design drawings are completely understood and
agreed upon before any material is cut. Constant
communication with the shipyard and furniture outfitters
not only saves time and money, but also ensures every
detail is completed as planned.
Our experience in running projects for a large number
of custom and production yachts has put us in good
stead, and our design team regularly visits the shipyard
and furniture outfitters throughout the build process.
Being pro-active in the build process means potential
problems are often averted before installation. This
attention to detail applies to all aspects of the build
process, from air conditioning to audio-visual, from
wood selection to watertight doors.
This communication continues until the moment the
boat hits the water - and often beyond - ensuring that
the yacht performs to the clients expectations.

MANAGEMENT
“CONSTANT COMMUNICATION
NOT ONLY SAVES TIME AND MONEY
BUT ALSO ENSURES EVERY DETAIL IS
COMPLETED AS PLANNED”

PORTFOLIO

With over twenty years of industry experience, Rhoades
Young Design has worked on a wide variety of awardwinning motor yacht and sailing yacht projects; be it
interior or exterior design, classic or contemporary,
fully custom or production.

Tripp 46m

Sea Eagle

Samurai

RHS Classic Sloop

Heureka

Wisp

LOA: 46m
Beam Max: TBA
Displacement: TBA
Launching: 2015

LOA: 43.5m
Beam Max: TBA
Displacement: TBA
Launching: 2015

LOA: 45m
Beam Max: 9.5m
Displacement: TBA
Launching: 2015

LOA: n/a
Beam Max: TBA
Displacement: TBA
Launching: 2014

LOA: 45m
Beam Max: 9.0m
Displacement: TBA
Launched: 2014

LOA: 48m
Beam Max: 9.49m
Displacement: TBA
Launched: 2014

Benetti 47m “Panthera”

Louise (Bougainville ‘72)

Blue Papillon

Pumula

Kamaxitha

Hetairos

Sarissa

Greenline Ocean Class 70

Antares III

Calliope

Gunboat 90

Lady B

Southerly 57RS

Hortense

Phoebe

Alcanara

Black Pearl

Paula Rosa

Bystander

Aristarchos

Atao

Mystère

Arcadia

Antares

Najad 410/440AC&CC/505/570

Plein Sud

Gimlä

Solaris 44/76

Maria Cattiva

Midnight

Onra

Oyster 62/66/72/77/82

LOA: 47m
Beam Max: 8.8m
Displacement: 350 Tons
Launched: 2013

LOA: 30.00m
Beam Max: 7.35m
Disp: 98 Tonnes
Launched: 2011

LOA: 23.30m
Beam Max: 5.60m
Displacement: 29 Tonnes
Launched: 2008

LOA: n/a
Beam Max: n/a
Displacement: n/a
Launched: 2005

LOA: 21.40m
Beam Max: 5.3m
Displacement: 30 Tons
Launched: 2013

LOA: 42.28m
Beam Max: 8.40m
Disp: 330 Tons
Launched: 2010

LOA: 24.38m
Beam Max: 5.33m
Displacement: 31 Tonnes
Launched: 2008

LOA: 25.75
Beam Max: 6.70m
Displacement: 46 Tonnes
Launched: 2005

LOA: 43.31m
Beam Max: 8.98m
Displacement: 203 Tons
Launched: 2013

LOA: 27.40m
Beam Max: 6.70m
Displacement: 26 Tonnes (light)
Launched: 2010

LOA: 42.18m
Beam Max: 9.15m
Disp: 520 Tonnes (half)
Launched: 2006

LOA: 42.90
Beam Max: 8.80m
Disp: 230 Tons (half)
Launched: 2004

LOA: 37.3m
Beam Max: 7.48m
Disp: 120 Tons
Launched: 2012

LOA: 44.70m
Beam Max: 9.00m
Disp: 240 Tonnes (half)
Launched: 2010

LOA: 44m
Beam Max: 8.50m
Displacement: 180 Tonnes
Launched: 2006

LOA: n/a
Beam Max: n/a
Displacement: n/a
Launched: 2004

LOA: 48.97m
Beam Max: 9.07m
Disp: 245 Tons
Launched: 2012

LOA: 17.72m
Beam Max: 5.20m
Displacement: 26 Tonnes (light)
Launched: 2010

LOA: 24.90m
Beam Max: 6.10m
Displacement: 48 Tonnes (light)
Launched: 2006

LOA: 39.92m
Beam Max: 7.98m
Disp: 180 Tons
Launched: 2003

LOA: 66.7m
Beam Max: 10.5m
Disp: 230 Tons
Launched: 2011

LOA: 27.50m
Beam Max: 7.17m
Displacement: 130 Tonnes (light)
Launched: 2009

LOA: 43.20m
Beam Max: 8.80m
Disp: 190 Tons (half)
Launched: 2006

LOA: 37.10m
Beam Max: 8.40m
Displacement: 164 Tonnes
Launched: 2003

LOA: 42.60m
Beam Max: 8.60m
Disp: 163 Tonnes
Launched: 2011

LOA: 30.15m
Beam Max: 6.80m
Displacement: 120 Tonnes
Launched: 2009

LOA: 35.80m
Beam Max: 8.24m
Disp: 284 Tons
Launched: 2006

LOA: 26.65m
Beam Max: 6.50m
Displacement: 73 Tonnes
Launched: 2003

LOA: 21.67m
Beam Max: 5.93m
Displacement: 42 Tonnes (light)
Launched: 2011

LOA: 29.10m
Beam Max: 7.30m
Displacement: 108 Tonnes
Launched: 2009

LOA: 39.98m
Beam Max: 8.77m
Displacement: 211 Tons
Launched: 2005

LOA: n/a
Beam Max: n/a
Displacement: n/a
Launched: 2000

